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Answer ALL the following questions.
1. A box contains 8 kg 750 grams of apples. If there are 12 such boxes, find the total weight
of apples ?
2. Are these dates possible ? Why not ?
a) 33/3/2010

b) 30/13/2010

3. John gave his friends
4. Mohan got

#

#

part of the cake. How much was left with him ?

of a chocolate and Renuka got

!
part. Who got more chocolates ?
#

5. A cup can hold 50 ml of tea. How much tea will be there in 12 such cups ?
6. This is one of the sides of a shape. Complete the shape. so that its area is 6 square cm.

7. A school received 6 quintals of rice for mid-day meal in the month of june. They utilized
475 kg. How many kg of rice is unutilized ?
8. Write the following dates using numbers.
a) 19 May 1978 :
b) 14 November 2005 :
c) 25 December 2014 :
9. A class has 32 students.
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!

part of his pocket money on Sunday and
part of his pocket money on
"
"
monday. On which day did he spend more.

10. Hari spent

11. Write all the three digit numbers with the same digit in the units and hundreds place and
0 in the tens place.
12. Bhanu bought 3 kg 500 gm of jilebi, 2 kg 250 gm of mysorepak and 1 kg. 750 gm badhushaw
and 750 gm of jamun. What is the total weight of the sweets that Bhanu bought ?
13. If 9th September 2012 is a Sunday, what will be the day on 9th October 2012 and 9th
December 2012 ?
14. Ear rings weight 32 grams. If

%
part of the weight is silver, then how many grams of silver
&

is there in the ear rings ?
15. There were 15 flowers in a rose bush. Vani picked


part of them for decorating her
#

room. How many flowers did she pick ?
16. What is the difference between the largest three - digit number and the largest two-digit
number ?
17. How many 1000s are there in 7645 ? How much is remaining ?
18. A bus driver paid < 2250 at petrol pump for diesel. If the cost of diesel is < 50 per litre,
then how many litres of diesel did he buy ?
!

kg of apples from the market. He gave
kg to his brother. What part of
"
"
the apples is left with him ?

19. Ramu bought

20. A cow gave 14l 500 ml of milk in the morning and 13l and 750 ml of milk in the evening.
How much milk did the cow give in the day ?

✫✫✫
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